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The MLS 3 fits seamlessly into the noble series of master 
speakers. Like the MLS 2, the MLS 3 is a line source dipole 
loudspeaker. The MLS 3 was a challenging design and the 
result was the creation of several new technological  inno-
vations.  

One of these innovations is the new  compact design of 
the PIEGA LineSourceDriver (LSD) for the MLS 3 which            
embodies 30 years of know-how and experience in build-
ing  highly complex and specialized ribbon drivers. Since the 
LSD is also a dipole, it is impressive in it’s dynamic, speed 
and wide-ranging sonic performance.  The result,  a musi-
cally convincing and an extraordinary listening experience 
with all genres of music.

PERFECTED BASS

Meeting the performance demands of the LSD of the  MLS 3 
a new 18 cm UHQD bass driver was designed to                         
compliment it’s dynamics, speed and bandwidth. 

The greatest challenge was optimizing this bass driver pa-
rameter, a small enclosure.  This was met by designing the 
bass driver with the latest modern membrane materials, 
voice coil, chassis, and all moving parts in the suspension.  
This leads to a low bass response that is authoritative, pre-
cise, vivacious and harmonious integration with the Line-
SourceDriver.

MUSICAL FINE-TUNING

One of the unique attributes of the MLS 3 is its ability to be 
placed in a living room like a normal loudspeaker, however, 
as a dipole its position within a room can be quickly adjusted 
to play music whether it’s 30 cm or 2 meters from a rear 
wall. 

Shaped by our years of audio experience and perfected 
by intensive fine tuning and listening by our dedicated staff, 
the MLS 3 is a culmination of tonal beauty and fine design    
aesthetics. It is a loudspeaker with an enormous presence 
and  conveys a truly magical audio experience.
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MODEL PIEGA MASTER LINE SOURCE 3

DESIGN PRINCIPLE DIPOLE 3-WAY SYSTEM WITH ACOUSTIC LENS

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIER POWER 20 – 500 Watt

SENSITIVITY 92 dB

IMPEDANCE 4 Ohm

FREQUENCY IMPEDANCE 28 Hz – 50 kHz 

EQUIPMENT 4 x Line Source Drivers 111
2 x 18 cm UHQD basses
2 x 18 cm UHQD passive radiators

CONNECTION Bi-Wiring/PIEGA multi-connectors

DIMENSIONS H x W x D 165 x 23 x 33 cm

WEIGHT 65 kg

DESIGN VARIANTS Baffle in silver anodised aluminium, cabinet painted silver, speaker 
cover silver.

Baffle in black anodised aluminium, cabinet painted high-gloss 
black, speaker cover black.

Baffle in white, cabinet painted high-gloss white, speaker cover 
white or black.

Baffle in black anodised aluminium, cabinet in Zebrano matt veneer 
speaker cover black.

Special design variants upon request
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